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OPERATING INSTRUCTIONS  
SVG sliding doors 
 

 

Thank you for purchasing Sunflex UK SVG sliding doors.  

Important Safety Warning – Please read this before operating 
the doors.  

When operating the sliding doors you must use the protruding handle or a flat palm 
on the edge of the door. Do not have your fingers around the panel or on the glass.   

Recessed handles should only be used to initially open or close the door. Do not 
keep your fingers within the recess of the handle when fully opening or closing the 
doors because there is a risk of trapping them against the next panel.  

Before sliding the doors open check first that nobody has their hands on any part of 
the doors or the glass.  

To Open: 

1, Unlock with the key, turn the snib-turn or thumb lever to release the locking 
mechanism and then with your hand on the protruding handle, slide the doors open. 

2, Keep the sliding door under your control at all times, do not push the doors and let 
go. 

3, After the doors are opened you can use your hand on the end of the door panel 
but only with a flat palm.  

3, Flush Stacking – These will not have buffer stops to collect the next panel when 
opening so, if you have 2 or more sliding doors opening behind another door, you 
will need to push that panel using a flat palm on the outer edge of the frame.  

4, If you have buffer stops fitted, which prevents flush stacking panels, the next panel 
is collect as you open, if you have 2 or more sliding doors.  

To Close: 

1, Using the protruding handle slide the door closed, this will collect any other panels 
automatically as it closes.  

2, Keep the sliding door under your control at all times, do not push the doors and let 
go.  

3, Ensure the snib turn/thumb lever  has not been turned whilst the doors were open 
as the locking will clash with the outer frame and could cause damage over time. 
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4, When the door is closed turn the snib-turn vertically to engage the locking 
mechanism and then turn the key to prevent the snib-turn being operated.   

Please note sliding doors have a vast multitude of design and handle options and it 
is impossible to cover every variation. If you have any queries on how to correctly 
operate these please contact the company you purchased these from or alternatively 
call Sunflex UK on 01603 424434.  

 


